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AIDS activists are often romanticized as extremely noble and selfless, however, the relationships among HIV support group members highlighted in landscapes of activism are hardly utopian or ideal. At first, the group has everything it needs: a thriving membership and support from major donors. Soon, the group undergoes an identity crisis over money and power, eventually fading from the scene as government and development institutions embraced activist demands. Decentralizing AIDS care through policies of health systems strengthening civil society was increasingly rendered obsolete.

Charting this transition from subjects to citizens and back again reveals the inefficacy of protest and the importance of community resilience. The product of in-depth ethnography and focused anthropological inquiry, this is the first book on AIDS activists in Mozambique. AIDS activism’s strange decline in Southern Africa is not a reflection of citizen apathy but the direct result of targeted state and donor intervention. The oceans are the graveyards of the lands. As the fringes of Britain’s cliffs and beaches are shrinking and disappearing into the surrounding sea due to coastal flooding, erosion, and landsliding, climate change is speeding up the process.

This book examines how the British coast is changing and what we must do to protect this island nation. Are we doing enough? Should we abandon vulnerable towns and villages to the seas as our forebears did? These are some of the difficult and potentially emotive questions that this book explores—blending contemporary earth science and societal themes with historical and cultural records and a hint of myth and romance for good measure.

This shrinking land is a fascinating study of what we must learn from the past in order to manage the future of Britain’s coasts. With more than 100 illustrations, most of them in color, this is a stunning book. Together we will end AIDS. The new UNAIDS report contains the latest data on new HIV infections, numbers of people receiving antiretroviral treatment, AIDS-related deaths, and HIV among children. It highlights new scientific opportunities and social progress which are bringing the world closer to UNAIDS vision of zero new HIV infections, zero discrimination, and zero AIDS-related deaths. The report also gives an
overview of international and domestic hiv investments and the need for greater value for money and sustainability calling for global solidarity and shared responsibility the unaids report contains commentaries from global and community leaders as well as people living with and affected by hiv html home page report of the study of telecommunications structures from telecommunications to electronic services a global spectrum of definitions boundary lines and structures focuses on the advancements in the processes methodologies and regulations involved in telecommunications and electronic services the book first elaborates on common themes and a comparative analysis including a comparative assessment of definitional and boundary line issues varying national approaches to the structures of the telecommunications industry and engines for change institutional mechanisms and economic pressures the manuscript then examines international policy issues and institutional perspective of international issues topics cover agreements for information and financial service oriented networks enhanced service interconnection impact of international satellite services on national tariff and service policies and spillover of changes in domestic policy to the international arena the publication takes a look at the growth of telecommunications and electronic services in the united states united kingdom japan and canada discussions focus on the british approach to service definitions and categories definitional issues raised by the telecommunications business law reconciling competitive goals with advanced service capabilities jurisdictional boundaries in canadian telecommunications and domestic satellite policies the text is a valuable source of data for telecommunications and electronic services experts wanting to explore the progress in telecommunications and electronic services this handbook highlights the relevance of the social sciences in global public health and their significantly crucial role in the explanation of health and illness in different population groups the improvement of health and the prevention of illnesses around the world knowledge generated via social science theories and research methodologies allows healthcare providers policy makers and politicians to understand and appreciate the lived experience of their people and to provide sensitive health and social care to them at a time of most need social sciences such as medical sociology medical anthropology social psychology and public health are the disciplines that examine the sociocultural causes and consequences of health and illness it is evident that biomedicine cannot be the only answer to improving the health of people what makes social sciences important in global public health is the critical role social cultural economic and political factors play in determining or influencing the health of individuals communities and the larger society and nation this handbook is comprehensive in its nature and contents which
range from a more disciplinary based approach and theoretical and methodological frameworks to
different aspects of global public health it covers discussions of the social science disciplines
and their essence concepts and theories relating to global public health theoretical frameworks
in social sciences that can be used to explain health and illness in populations methodological
inquiries that social science researchers can use to examine global public health issues and
understand social issues relating to health in different population groups and regions examples
of social science research in global public health areas and concerns as well as population
groups the handbook of social sciences and global public health is a useful reference for
students researchers lecturers practitioners and policymakers in global health public health and
social science disciplines and libraries in universities and health and social care institutions
it offers readers a good understanding of the issues that can impact the health and well being of
people in society which may lead to culturally sensitive health and social care for people that
ultimately will lead to a more equitable society worldwide advances in insect physiology volume
59 examines the molecular and developmental origins of insect extended phenotypes their diverse
physiological functions their consequences for the ecology and evolution of insects and their
biotic partners chapters cover recent ideas about the significance and roles of extended
phenotypes and provide overviews of the latest advances written for a broad audience of
researchers and students the book s chapters establish extended phenotypes as focal structures
for understanding genotype to phenotype maps the origins and consequences of complex traits among
multiple interacting partners and the roles they may play in providing resilience against climate
change compiles and synthesizes the latest advances in understanding extended phenotypes provides
detailed information on molecular and cellular mechanisms underpinning formation and control of
extended phenotypes gives comprehensive implications of extended phenotypes for ecology evolution
and applied systems graduate nurses are expected to hit the ground running taking on complex care
challenges in a stressful and fast paced environment this comprehensive yet accessible textbook
provides expert guidance for students and commencing nurses on the contexts for their practice
part 1 presents a pragmatic insight into the intersection tensions and complexities of practice
and professional issues for australian nurses it outlines the nature of nursing roles and
professional codes of conduct national health priority areas and legal and ethical issues
including the growing use of health informatics there is an examination of the diverse career
paths available in nursing a focus on nurses mental health and well being and a special
examination of aboriginal and torres strait islander health issues part 2 unpacks key issues
across a range of clinical contexts that will be a key resource for clinical practicums contexts covered include acute care community nursing paediatric nursing mental health nursing and aged care. Part 3 examines the professional and practice issues of nursing in diverse distinctive and emergent practice areas including aesthetic nursing military nursing and international nursing with case studies and vignettes highlighting common issues and challenges drawing on the expertise of a wide range of Australian clinical and academic nursing professionals. This text is a key reference for all nursing undergraduates seeking to enter successfully into the profession.

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused tremendous loss of human life and disruption of normal daily activities across the globe. The COVID-19 pandemic can be traumatic and have short term and long term influences on individual behaviors and well-being, leading to contain and control the spread of COVID-19. Various public health and social measures, e.g., social distancing, quarantine, isolation, and extensive lockdown of cities have been implemented in countries worldwide. With such social and environmental changes, the prolonged feelings of fear, worry, stress, and the lack of social activities and interaction may greatly increase the prevalence of mental health issues, e.g., anxiety and depression. Nowadays, the internet has permeated into everyone's life, which may play an increasingly important role in coping with COVID-19-related stress and anxiety. However, the increasing reliance on the internet may lead to problematic internet use, prolonged screen time, and sedentary lifestyles and pose great risks to public health.

Includes section recent literature useful in the study of human biology, education, arts, and social sciences, natural and technical sciences in the United States and Canada. Kistner's Gynecology and Women's Health focuses on the total patient care of the woman. The 23 chapters are divided into three parts: gynecology overview, reproductive system and disease, and reproductive life cycle. Chapters are organized by both organ systems and disease with emphasis on the evaluation of common problems and their medical management. Diagnosis and treatment algorithms have been added throughout to promote systematic thinking and logical decisions which enhance clinical efficiency. Features 23 chapters which focus on total patient care and emphasize the evaluation and medical management of common problems. Lists key issues in chapter opening outlines allowing the reader to review topics covered and to scan chapter coverage at a glance. Includes treatment algorithms which show treatment options at a glance to assist and focus clinical decision making.
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AIDS activists are often romanticized as extremely noble and selfless, however, the relationships among HIV support group members highlighted in landscapes of activism are hardly utopian or ideal. At first, the group has everything it needs: a thriving membership and support from major donors. Soon, the group undergoes an identity crisis over money and power, eventually fading from the scene. As government and development institutions embraced activist demands, decentralizing AIDS care through policies of health systems strengthening, civil society was increasingly rendered obsolete. Charting this transition from subjects to citizens and back again reveals the inefficacy of protest and the importance of community resilience. The product of in-depth ethnography and focused anthropological inquiry, this is the first book on AIDS activists in Mozambique. AIDS activism’s strange decline in Southern Africa rather than a reflection of citizen apathy is the direct result of targeted state and donor intervention.
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The oceans are the graveyards of the lands. Lands become eaten away by the action of the seas and it is no surprise to find that most of the world’s shorelines are in a state of erosion. The fringes of Britain’s cliffs and beaches are shrinking, disappearing into the surrounding sea as a result of coastal flooding, erosion, and landsliding. Is climate change speeding up the process? Are our homes, our villages, and town at risk? This book examines how the British coast is changing and why. What is being done to protect this island nation? Are we doing enough? Should we abandon vulnerable towns and villages to the seas as our forebears did and relocate coastal settlements inland? These are some of the difficult and potentially emotive questions that this book explores. Blending contemporary earth science and societal themes with historical and cultural records and a hint of myth and romance for good measure, this shrinking land is a fascinating study of what we must learn from the past in order to manage the future of Britain’s coasts. With more than 100 illustrations, most of them in colour, this is a stunning book.
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entitled together we will end aids the new unaids report contains the latest data on numbers of new hiv infections numbers of people receiving antiretroviral treatment aids related deaths and hiv among children it highlights new scientific opportunities and social progress which are bringing the world closer to unaids vision of zero new hiv infections zero discrimination and zero aids related deaths the report also gives an overview of international and domestic hiv investments and the need for greater value for money and sustainability calling for global solidarity and shared responsibility the unaids report contains commentaries from global and community leaders as well as people living with and affected by hiv html home page
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report of the study of telecommunications structures from telecommunications to electronic services a global spectrum of definitions boundary lines and structures focuses on the advancements in the processes methodologies and regulations involved in telecommunications and electronic services the book first elaborates on common themes and a comparative analysis including a comparative assessment of definitional and boundary line issues varying national approaches to the structures of the telecommunications industry and engines for change institutional mechanisms and economic pressures the manuscript then examines international policy issues and institutional perspective of international issues topics cover agreements for information and financial service oriented networks enhanced service interconnection impact of international satellite services on national tariff and service policies and spillover of changes in domestic policy to the international arena the publication takes a look at the growth of telecommunications and electronic services in the united states united kingdom japan and canada discussions focus on the british approach to service definitions and categories definitional issues raised by the telecommunications business law reconciling competitive goals with advanced service capabilities jurisdictional boundaries in canadian telecommunications and domestic
this handbook highlights the relevance of the social sciences in global public health and their significantly crucial role in the explanation of health and illness in different population groups the improvement of health and the prevention of illnesses around the world knowledge generated via social science theories and research methodologies allows healthcare providers policy makers and politicians to understand and appreciate the lived experience of their people and to provide sensitive health and social care to them at a time of most need social sciences such as medical sociology medical anthropology social psychology and public health are the disciplines that examine the sociocultural causes and consequences of health and illness it is evident that biomedicine cannot be the only answer to improving the health of people what makes social sciences important in global public health is the critical role social cultural economic and political factors play in determining or influencing the health of individuals communities and the larger society and nation this handbook is comprehensive in its nature and contents which range from a more disciplinary based approach and theoretical and methodological frameworks to different aspects of global public health it covers discussions of the social science disciplines and their essence concepts and theories relating to global public health theoretical frameworks in social sciences that can be used to explain health and illness in populations methodological inquiries that social science researchers can use to examine global public health issues and understand social issues relating to health in different population groups and regions examples of social science research in global public health areas and concerns as well as population groups the handbook of social sciences and global public health is a useful reference for students researchers lecturers practitioners and policymakers in global health public health and social science disciplines and libraries in universities and health and social care institutions it offers readers a good understanding of the issues that can impact the health and well being of people in society which may lead to culturally sensitive health and social care for people that ultimately will lead to a more equitable society worldwide
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advances in insect physiology volume 59 examines the molecular and developmental origins of insect extended phenotypes their diverse physiological functions their consequences for the ecology and evolution of insects and their biotic partners chapters cover recent ideas about the significance and roles of extended phenotypes and provide overviews of the latest advances written for a broad audience of researchers and students the book s chapters establish extended phenotypes as focal structures for understanding genotype to phenotype maps the origins and consequences of complex traits among multiple interacting partners and the roles they may play in providing resilience against climate change compiles and synthesizes the latest advances in understanding extended phenotypes provides detailed information on molecular and cellular mechanisms underpinning formation and control of extended phenotypes gives comprehensive implications of extended phenotypes for ecology evolution and applied systems
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gradient nurses are expected to hit the ground running taking on complex care challenges in a stressful and fast paced environment this comprehensive yet accessible textbook provides expert guidance for students and commencing nurses on the contexts for their practice part 1 presents a pragmatic insight into the intersection tensions and complexities of practice and professional issues for australian nurses it outlines the nature of nursing roles and professional codes of conduct national health priority areas and legal and ethical issues including the growing use of health informatics there is an examination of the diverse career paths available in nursing a focus on nurses mental health and well being and a special examination of aboriginal and torres strait islander health issues part 2 unpacks key issues across a range of clinical contexts that will be a key resource for clinical practicums contexts covered include acute care community nursing paediatric nursing mental health nursing and aged care part 3 examines the professional and practice issues of nursing in diverse distinctive and emergent practice areas including
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aesthetic nursing military nursing and international nursing with case studies and vignettes
highlighting common issues and challenges drawing on the expertise of a wide range of australian
clinical and academic nursing professionals this text is a key reference for all nursing
undergraduates seeking to enter successfully into the profession
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the covid 19 pandemic has caused tremendous loss of human life and disruption of normal daily
activities across the globe the covid 19 pandemic can be traumatic and have short term and long
term influences on individual behaviors and well being to contain and control the spread of covid
19 various public health and social measures e g social distancing quarantine isolation and
extensive lockdown of cities have been implemented in countries worldwide with such social and
environmental changes the prolonged feelings of fear worry stress and the lack of social
activities and interaction may greatly increase the prevalence of mental health issues e g
anxiety and depression nowadays internet has permeated into everyone s life which may play an
increasingly important role in coping with covid 19 related stress and anxiety however the
increasing reliance on the internet may lead to problematic internet use piu prolonged screen
time and sedentary lifestyles and pose great risks to public health
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kistner s gynecology and women s health focuses on the total patient care of the woman the 23 chapters are divided into three parts gynecology overview reproductive system and disease and reproductive life cycle chapters are organized by both organ systems and disease with emphasis on the evaluation of common problems and their medical management diagnosis and treatment algorithms have been added throughout to promote systematic thinking and logical decisions which enhance clinical efficiency features 23 chapters which focus on total patient care and emphasize the evaluation and medical management of common problems lists key issues in chapter opening outlines allowing the reader to review topics covered and to scan chapter coverage at a glance includes treatment algorithms which show treatment options at a glance to assist and focus clinical decision making
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